Stem Cell Facelift

Just imagine being able to clone your own skin, creating brand-new cells that are undamaged by age, sun or pollution. It would be the Holy Grail of skin-care, the answer that every woman over the age of 30 has been looking for.

Skin Technology is the first in Texas to bring this amazing age reversal treatment to consumers. Surgery cannot give you the succulent soft skin you had in your 20s...this is a breakthrough that generates cell growth to renew damaged skin. The Medical Grade Stem Cells are infused topically to the face and the results peak within 144 hours as new tissue and skin cells are created with the introduction of frozen stem cells.

Stem cells are biological cells with unique regenerative abilities, serving as an internal repair system to replace worn out or damaged tissues. It is ideal for most skin types and can hydrate, restore, tighten and firm skin thus reversing the signs of aging. It reduces the appearance of fine lines, scars, large pores, loose skin, improves skin elasticity, lightens freckles and dark spots producing an even tone complexion. The original goal was to heal burn victims and surgical patients, but the active ingredient has since been licensed as an anti-aging skin care ingredient.

Umbilical cord and placental tissue derived cells are considered to be non-allergenic and safe. They are ethically harvested, lipolized, and pluripotent which means they can differentiate into any type of cell in the body...there are no cells in the body they cannot repair or replace. In addition, pluripotent stem cells express the stem cell specific transcription factors octamer-binding protein 4 (Oct-4), and the “immortality” gene Nanog. The gene Nanog, found in stem cells, appears to be the “master gene,” coordinating other genes to allow stem cells to multiply limitless, while still retaining their ability to differentiate.

Renowned by celebrities, doctors, scientists and patients the Stem Cell Lift is the newest and one of the most effective anti-aging miracles on the market. Try this innovative beauty regimen... make an appointment and join the ranks of the Hollywood elite. Beyoncé, Victoria Beckham, Ryan Seacrest, Denise Richards and Hugh Jackman are just some of those who have tried the treatment.